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Prompted by the inadequacies of the now traditional characterization f 
chance and uncertainty through the Kolmogorov axioms for probability and 
the relative frequency interpretation of probability, we propose and examine 
a nonstatistical pproach to extrapolation. The basic problem is the association 
of a real number y to a sequence of real numbers x in such a manner that the 
pair (x, y) conforms with a set of data sequences D = {(Xl , Yi), i = 1, M}, our 
prior knowledge of the data source, and our objectives. Our aim is to so define 
the activity of extrapolation that we can derive extrapolations with only minimal 
assumptions about the data source. While we are free to define the human 
activity of extrapolation to suit ourselves, the data source functions inde- 
pendently of our wishful or metaphysical thinking. The basic principle we 
adhere to is that the extrapolation of x is a function of only those Yi for which x 
is similar to or close to x~ ; extrapolate he output of a system by examination 
of the outputs of similar systems. This vague sentiment is clarified and formal- 
ized through ten axioms and leads to an optimal extrapolation function ~r*(x; D). 
The performance of rr* is then studied, both for very large and very small sample 
sizes (M), when the sequences (x, y), (xx, yi) are, in fact, independent and 
identically distributed random vectors. 
I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
The  prob lem of predict ion or extrapolation f rom an observed sequence 
x = (x 1 ,..., xr)  to an as yet unobserved quantity is important  o commu-  
nication, control, pattern classification, and many other areas. F rom a received 
sequence, we may wish to extrapolate ither the next received symbol or the 
true t ransmitted symbol.  In  control l ing a vehicle or process, we observe 
performance-re lated variables and adjust our control so that future values of 
the performance variables will be suitable; hence, we must  be able to 
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extrapolate he outcome of a control setting from the past performance of the 
system. In pattern classification, we often noisily measure a small set of 
features, insufficient to exactly characterize the pattern sample, and attempt 
to extrapolate o the pattern class. The most commonly employed formaliza- 
tion of the extrapolation problem is the following statistical one. 
We assume that the observations x and the quantity to be extrapolated or
estimated, y  are jointly distributed random variables. The joint distribution 
F is either known or else is known to lie in some family of distributions 
(Fo, 0 a 0), where O is a parameter set [1]. The set ofdistributions{Fo, 0 E O} 
represents our prior information concerning the data source. To derive an 
extrapolation function 29 = 33(x) along the lines of statistical decision theory 
we must introduce aloss (or utility) functionL(¢, y) that numerically describes 
the consequences of making the extrapolation ¢ when the true value is y; 
in this manner, we express our goals in making extrapolations. If  we accept 
the rationality of utility theory then the best extrapolation function is the one 
minimizing EL(¢(x), y) (the Bayes principle). I f  ~r(0) is the prior distribution 
of 0 and we define the risk function 
then 
R (O) = fL(p(x), y) dFo(y , x), 
EL = f R~(O) ~r(dO). 
Unfortunately, it is commonly the case that we either do not know the 
prior ~r(0) or else we have no grounds to consider 0 as a random variable; in 
the latter case, we consider 0 as unknown. If we assume that 0 is a random 
variable and we can engage in a long series of repeated, independent extrapola- 
tion problems, then we might estimate ~r(0) and use the estimated istribution. 
A reasonable prescription would be that of Robbins' empirical Bayes 
procedure [2]. I f  we do not have a long series of repeated extrapolation prob- 
lems but must extrapolate only a few times or we have no grounds for a 
belief that in a long series of extrapolation problems {Oi} will exhibit a stable 
relative frequency behavior, then the Bayes principle is not a complete 
prescription for the selection of an extrapolation function. The derivation of 
the extrapolation function would now require additional principles of decision 
making such as Robbins' compound decision procedure [3] for repeated 
extrapolation problems or principles of rational decision making under 
uncertainty [4], such as minimax risk, for a single extrapolation problem. 
It is our objective to treat he case where we do not have sufficient grounds 
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or data to assume that (x, y) are statistically stable. Therefore, we do not 
assume prior knowledge of any distribution functions describing the data 
source. In particular, our assumptions as to prior information are weaker then 
the case of a nonparametric hypothesis and unknown 0. The assumption of 
statistical stability or regularity, while widespread, is clearly metaphysical: 
It  is neither subject to experimental proof nor to disproof [5]. Is it really 
necessary ? Furthermore, even if one believes in stability or regularity, what 
about those applications in which one has little prior information and very 
little data ? Many proponents of the relative frequency approach to random 
phenomena would throw up their hands in despair when given say two 
observations of the toss of a coin. How then are we to extrapolate when we 
have little prior information and data and/or wish to avoid the metaphysical 
assumptions of statistical stability ? 
One sort of answer can be found in the work of those who provide non- 
relative frequency interpretations of probability. Most prominent are the 
Bayesian or subjective probabilists [6], who scale their judgments, based 
upon whatever knowledge they may possess, as to the likelihood of occurrence 
of a given y by putting it in the form of a probability distribution. It does not 
seem to me that, in the high uncertainty problem we envision, the subjective 
probabilists have a reasonable prescription. Logical and computational com- 
plexity interpretations of probability have been developed particularly by 
Carnap [7] and Solomonoff [8], respectively, and seem to be well-suited to 
problems of extrapolation (inference) with little prior information. However, 
we cannot go into these interesting ideas or their defects here [9]. 
What of the possibility of a nonprobabilistic approach to prediction, 
extrapolation, or inference ? We have indicated that a relative frequency 
based notion of probability is inadequate for our needs and mentioned the 
existence of other forms of probability that may provide satisfactory bases 
for inference given little information. Yet probability theory is only a partial 
means to an  end, in this case, that of point estimation or extrapolation. 
Probability without ad hoc statistical principles of decision and estimation 
does not yield inferences. Perhaps we should avoid the troublesome middle- 
man and proceed more directly to our objective ?After all, even a satisfactory 
probabilistic formulation of our random data source is only a first step towards 
extrapolation. We must also adjoin to the data source model statistical 
principles of estimation that are of debatable merit, before we can derive 
extrapolations. 
The classical theory of errors and more specifically the theory of least 
squares [10] delineates an approach to extrapolation that is nonprobabilistic. 
On the basis of our prior knowledge of the data source, we select a family 
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{f~(x)} of extrapolation (regression) functions. We also have data 
D = {(x~, y~), i = 1, M} consisting of observed source sequences. The 
least-squares prescription is to extrapolate x by means off~.(x), where 
M M 
[Yi --f~.(x~)] ~= m~n E [Y~ --.f~(xi)] 2" 
i= l  i~ l  
An argument in favor of this approach is that if D is representative of the 
source behavior then that extrapolation function which worked well for D 
should work well for other source sequences. There is, of course, no guarantee 
that this will be the case, unless we are willing to make some strong assump- 
tion as to the nature of the source generating (x, y). 
The particular choice of a quadratic measure of performance is presumed 
to be consonant with our goals in extrapolation. More generally we might use 
~i=1 ¢[Yi - -  f,(xi)] for some loss function ¢. Broadly, we could then proceed 
for artibrary ¢ as we do for x 2. However, Axiom 7 of Section I I  (linear scale 
invariance for f~) need no longer be appropriate. If, though, ¢ is restricted to 
be of the form C 1 x I ~ then Axiom 7 is compatible, with ¢; linear transforma- 
tions of {Yi} and f~ leave the preference ordering of {f~}, according to ¢, 
invariant. 
The approach we develop is akin to that of least squares. However, we do 
not assume that our prior knowledge is sufficient to generate a suitably 
restricted class of extrapolation functions. (If { f~} is too large then there may 
exist many minimal choices equivalent tof~. but yielding widely varying extra- 
polations for a given observation x). We shall propose several axioms, based 
upon reasonable intuitive notions of extrapolation, that will yield a general- 
purpose set {~rc} of extrapolation (regression) functions, to be preferenced in 
accordance with the least-squares principle. Our goal is to formulate a useful 
\ 
extrapolation problem using a minimum of assumptions about the nature of 
the data source. Whatever structure there is to the source, we will try to learn 
from data on the source. In this way, we will avoid hypotheses concerning 
the source that have no firm experimental foundation but are rather introduced 
to gain a tractable problem. The statements we do make will concern the 
definition of an extrapolation problem. What is meant by extrapolation is in 
the control of the system designer, and he can axiomatize freely, and perhaps 
reasonably, about it. The source however, is not something the designer is 
free to speculate about to suit his convenience. 
After defining what we might mean by a good extrapolation ¢ from a 
sequence x given data D = {(xi, Yi), i = 1, M}, we will examine a statisti- 
cally oriented defense of our proposed extrapolation algorithm. A modification 
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to our proposal will then be suggested. Although we attempt o treat the 
general case of extrapolation of a vector x, our results are better when x is a 
one-vector or scalar. 
II. AXIOMATIC DEFINITION OF AN EXTRAPOLATION FUNCTION 
We approach the extrapolation problem by emphasizing the intuitive 
meaning of extrapolation and not by emphasizing the often unknown charac- 
teristics (e.g., probability model) of the data source. Significant features of the 
source should be evident from the data alone, providing there is enough of it 
and we analyze it properly, i.e., with a minimum of preconceptions concerning 
the relation between x and y. What a minimum of preconceptions or prior 
knowledge might be is, of course, debatable and perhaps subjective. The 
axioms we suggest seem to us both reasonable in their individual statement, 
as well as in their collective consequences. Clearly, they cannot provide the 
only acceptable formalization of the incompletely defined informal idea of 
extrapolation. Perhaps our investigation will stimulate others to examine 
alternative axiomatic haracterizations of extrapolation. 
The problem we address is that of point extrapolation (prediction) as 
distinct from confidence set extrapolation or the determination of a posterior 
distribution of an extrapolation. We assume that we are given a data set 
D ~ {(xi, Yi), i = 1, M} and an input sequence x which we are to extrapolate 
by some real-valued function ~r(x; D). We shall attempt o adhere to the 
following basic principle: 
The extrapolation y of x should be a function of only those Yi for which xi is 
close to, or similar to, x. I 
Most of the measurements of science and engineering are such that 
numerical proximity is significant. Having observed several vehicle trajectories 
(xi, Yi) where x are, say, ranges and velocities at various times and y a range 
at a future time, we would presumably extrapolate a new set of observations x 
by examining the ranges Yi of those vehicles that exhibited similar dynamics 
(xi close to x) and disregard those data sequences where there was a significant 
difference between xi and x. These remarks are elaborated in the discussion of 
Axiom 4. 
It is hard to see how we could make use of thoseyi for which xi is dissimilar 
1 To quote Hume ("An Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding"), "From 
causes which appear similar we expect similar effects. This is the sum of all our 
experimental conclusions." 
643/x6/4-3 
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from x, without presupposing a formal model for the data source. Given an 
incompletely specified model (if the model is completely specified then we 
can ignore D and calculate y corresponding to x through the model), we 
might attempt to use all of D to settle upon a single model which would then 
be used for extrapolation. However, we do not assume that we are at the 
advanced state of knowledge that permits us to formulate a usefully restricted 
family of source models. Supplementary emarks can be found in the discus- 
sion of Axiom 5. 
Accepting the informal principle of extrapolation, we must yet reduce it 
to practice through aspecification of what is meant by xi close to or similar to x, 
and what is to be the function of the set ofy i for which xi is similar to x. We 
initiate the formalization of the binary relation of similarity xCx'  with 
AXIOM 1. x = (x 1 ,..., x,), x' = (xl', .... x~'), xCx'  ~- (V~) xiCixi', where 
Ci is a similarity relation for the i-th coordinate of the measurements. 
That is to say, the vectors are similar if, and only if, they are similar com- 
ponentwise. However, the particular scalar notion of similarity may depend 
upon which coordinate is under consideration. If, for example, x was the 
state vector for some system, then it need not be reasonable to employ the 
same yardstick to determine similarity between dissimilar state variables. 
A consequence of denying Axiom 1 is that x and x' may be considered similar 
even though, for some i, xi and xi' are not similar. Such a case would suggest 
the irrelevance of the/-th component for the extrapolation. This irrelevance 
is not given a priori and would be an unreasonable assumption. Of course, 
should it appear from the data D that the i-th component is in fact irrelevant 
for extrapolation, then this will be reflected in an optimum choice of Ci, Ci*, 
for which all i-th component observations are similar. 
In what follows, we shall write C for the generic similarity relation between 
scalars. Proceeding with the axiomatization of C, we assert the following 
axioms: 
AXIOM 2. (Vx) xCx; 
AXIOM 3. xCx' ~ x'Cx; 
AXIOM 4. x <~ x' <~ x", xCx" ~ xCx', x'Cx". 
Axioms 2 and 3 are the familiar axioms of reflexivity and symmetry, and 
seemingly indispensable for an understanding of similarity. 
We can relate the justifieation of Axiom 4 somewhat closely to the funda- 
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mentals of measurement theory [11]. Let {/3} be a collection of systems and 
{~} the potential performances of the systems, with a~ being the potential 
performance of system/3~. A measurement system will map {/3} into the real 
numbers (or possibly R N, although for simplicity we restrict the present 
discussion to the scalar case) by a function x and the {~} into the real numbers 
by a function y, and it will attempt o map distinct/3 and ~ into distinct 
nmnbers. The measurements, particularly of {@, may be noisy; in which case 
we have perhaps, a random function y. Properly selected measurements 
(experiments), besides yielding a numerical representation of a phenomenon, 
should preserve significant empirical relationships by establishing a homo- 
morphism with suitable numerical relations. A fundamental relationship 
is that of systems having similar performance; /31 is similar to 152 if ~1 is 
similar to ~.  However, what is to correspond to this relation in the numerical 
measurement set ? The most natural choice would be to select he experiment 
so that measurements of similar systems are contiguous; if/31 is similar to/33, 
x is a measurement of system/3, x(/31 ) ~ x(/3) ~ x(/32), then/3 is similar to/31 
and fi~. This implies that x indicates a system with performance a similar to 
~1 and a s . Furthermore, the measurement y of performance ~ would also 
satisfy the same objective. Hence, if xl and x~ are indicators of similar systems, 
then x E (x 1 , x2) should tend to indicate a y that is similar to Yl and Y2 • 
The measurement scale property we are asserting is unaffected by any 
strictly monotonic transformation. Such a scale is known as an ordinal scale 
[11]. However, if the measurements designer also wished to preserve mpirical 
relationships beyond the basic one we have discussed, then he might further 
constrain the scale until, perhaps, it is a linear, ratio, absolute, etc., scale. Our 
assumption though, does not go beyond the attempt o preserve the notion of 
similarity of performance through correspondence with the idea of numerical 
contiguity (all numbers lying between similar numbers being similar). 
To make these remarks somewhat more concrete we might consider that 
{/3} is a set of possible patterns (e.g., fingerprints, speech waveforms, etc.), 
and {~} is a list of pattern classes (e.g., type of fingerprint or people who could 
have left the fingerprint, possible speakers, phonemes, etc.) The measurement 
x would involve the selection of a particular feature and its quantitative 
measurement. I  is not uncommon to attempt o select features and scales for 
them such that if x 1 and x~ are measurements a signed to the same pattern 
class ~ then any x E (xl,  x~) would also be assigned to class ~; that is, decision 
regions in feature space are connected. Of course there are exceptions to this 
(e.g., pattern classes having intertwined multimodal distributions in feature 
space.) I f  we are aware that we are dealing with an exceptional case then we 
should be reluctant o accept Axiom 4. 
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In one sense, our argument in support of Axiom 4 is circular. How is the 
observer to know if a measurement system actually generates data with the 
asserted property of contiguity ? Such knowledge, we expect, is only gained 
through postdiction, attempts to extrapolate from past measurement x~ to 
past measurement Yl • I f  this view is substantially correct, then our contribu- 
tion lies in an attempt o process data in a manner compatible with the objec- 
tives of the data collector. Note, though, that we make no claims to success. 
The data collector may have been mistaken, and this would presumably be 
reflected in our generating poor extrapolations. 
If  we do not assume enough to be able to argue for even an ordinal scale, 
then we might find ourselves dealing with the very uninformative nominal 
scale (e.g., social security numbers to identify people). It does not appear 
possible to construct a general theory of extrapolation from real-valued obser- 
vation x whose components are only in some nominal scale [11]. I f  it happens 
that the sequence to be extrapolated, x is identical to some data sequence(s) 
x i ,  then we can conclude that the extrapolation should be a function of Yi, 
a clearly relevant piece of data. Typically, however, there will be no ties 
between x and a data sequence, and in that case, there appears to be no 
meaningful extrapolation. 
Having defined the notion of similarity of observations, we now need to 
consider the choice of function of the relevant {yt}. This function, f{Yi : xiCx} 
will be axiomatically defined in a manner parallel to that of the author's work 
on estimation from repeated observations [12]. We adopt the following axioms 
for f:  
AXIOM 5. f is a symmetric function of hs arguments. 
AXIOM 6. (Vy) f (y , . . . , y )=y .  
AXIOM 7. (Vc¢ > 0)f(o~z 1 ,..., O~Zn) ~- a f (z  I ..... , Zn). 
AXIOM 8. f is once continuously differentiable at the origin (0,..., 0). 
The requirement of symmetry (invariance under a permutation of 
arguments) asserts that the extrapolation depends only upon the set of relevant 
{Yi} (those for which x~Cx). We do not distinguish degrees of similarity. 
Objection can be raised at this point that we have thrown away information. 
Perhaps if xil <~ x <~ xq < xi3 and xiCxq,  we should still claim that xq is 
closer to x than is xq,  and; therefore, yq is more relevant han yq  ? We deny 
the validity of this criticism for two reasons. First, to make use of such 
detailed knowledge as the amount by which xi differs from x requires prior 
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information about the source that we have not assumed available: We are 
trying to learn from the data by imposing a minimum of preconceptions. 
Second, if it was true that Yi~ was more relevant than yis then the best relation 
C would be one for which xilCxi~ but not xqCxi3. In preferencing among the 
possible relations (see below), we aim to select one that properly extracts the 
information about extrapolation from the data D. If we could verify preferen- 
tial relevance, then we would use only the most relevant sequences and exclude 
demonstrably ess relevant ones. In sum, if we select C properly then all Yi,  
such that xiCx, are equally relevant, as assumed by Axiom 5. 
We have called Axiom 6 unbiasedness. I f  all of the relevant Yi are equal to 
y then the extrapolation of x should be y. The sequences in D are of the 
same kind as the one we are extrapolating and not just related to it through 
some transformation. If, in repeated experiments, observations xi~ were 
always correlated with an observation Yi~ = Y, and in a new repetition we 
observe x similar to each of xi~ then we would reasonably extrapolate it to y. 
Axiom 7 is linear scale invariance. Had we changed the observations of 
Yi from, say, miles to kilometers, then we would presumably adjust our 
extrapolation by the same conversion. Had we consistently misplaced the 
decimal point in readings of Yi ,  then we would presumably correct the 
extrapolation by the necessary change of decimal point. In other words, we 
do not have enough prior information about {Yi} or y to make use of its exact 
numerical scale. If, for example, we knew that y was exponentially distributed 
over a range of (0, oo) volts and we were informed that the measurements 
supposedly made in units of volts had in fact been made in units of 0.1 V, 
then we would, in general, not change our extrapolation by a simple factor 
of 10. However, since we do not assume that we possess such detailed 
knowledge, our assertion of linear scale invariance seems reasonable. Further- 
more, it is in keeping with the use of invariant procedures in statistics [13] 
when we have little prior information. 
Axiom 8 is largely a technicality. It asserts a smooth dependence of the 
extrapolation on the relevant variables {Yi}, at least in the neighborhood of 
the origin. Axioms 5-8 lead us to 
THEOREM 1. The unique function of n >~ 1 variables atisfying Axioms 5-8 
is the arithmetic average, 
1 n 
f ( z  1 ,..., zn) = n .i~=1 zi .2 
2 See J. ACZEL, "Lectures on Functional  Equat ions,"  Sec. 5.3, Academic Press, 
New York, 1966, for the background to axiomatic haracterizations of the arithmetic 
mean, 
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Proof. (Vz) 3~ > 0 s.t. maxi a [ z~ [ < e. By Axiom 7, f ( z l  ,..., zn) = 
(1 /~) f (az l  ,..., azn). However, by Axiom 8 
ef( l ,..., f (az l , . . . ,  c~z~) = f(O,..., O) + a ~ z,  + o(~). 
i=1 OoJi o9=0 
By Axiom 6, 
By Axiom 5, 
f(0,. . . ,  0) = 0; f ~0 = 1. 
/=1 ~c°i 
~f  co=O - -  ~f  w=O ° 
Letting ~ --~ 0 we see that uniformly in Z we can choose e as small as we wish. 
Hence, 
and the proof is complete. 
If, perchance, the set of xiCx is empty for some x thenf  can be an arbitrary 
constant. However, this possibility will be avoided. 
For convenience define 
S(x) = {i : xiCx} and I s I 
as the number of elements of the set S. The set of relevant observations for 
the extrapolation of x is then {Yi : i e S(x)}. We introduce 
AXIOM 9. (Vx) S(x) is nonempty. 
I f  we allow S(x) to be empty, then we can encounter many cases in which 
the extrapolation may be completely arbitrary. The role of Axiom 9 is to 
insure a data-based extrapolation for every sequence x. Every extrapolation is
a function of some of the data set observations {Yi}. Axiom 9 constrains the 
set of similarity relations to depend upon the data set D; some C, satisfying 
Axioms 1~4, will be excluded because given D there exists x for which S(x) 
is empty. 
With the above background we propose the following 
DEFINITION. A function 7rc(X; D) is an extrapolation function if there is 
some relation C satisfying Axioms 1-4, 9, such that 
1 y, Y~. 
~rc(x; D) ] S(x)] i~s(x) 
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These functions are the only ones satisfying Axioms 1-9, and they are well- 
defined for all sequences x and data sets D = {(xi, y~), i = 1, M}. It remains 
for us to select an optimal extrapolation function or, equivalently, optimal 
similarity relation C. 
I I I .  PREFERENCING OF EXTRAPOLATION FUNCTIONS 
As indicated in Section I, we adopt the principle of least squares (or some 
other loss function as discussed in Section I) as central to the preferencing 
of extrapolation functions. However, the proper application of this principle 
requires some consideration. Initially we need a performance measure or loss 
function to determine how good an extrapolation 33 is when the true value 
is y, and in our case this is of the form (33 - -  y)~. However, since we do not 
generally know the true extrapolation, we must restrict the use of this loss 
function to those sequences contained in the data set (for which {Yi} are 
available). We then examine our family of possible extrapolation functions 
{Zrc} to find the subset that performs optimally in predicting the known 
sequences in the data set. This being done in the expectation that the data 
set D is representative of the sequence source, and what works well on D will 
work well on other source sequences. 
However, we encounter a difficulty with this program due to the depend- 
ence of zr c , upon the data set D. This is not the usual case in applications of 
least squares; more commonly we have a set of functions {f~} defined 
independently of D. To circumvent this obstacle, we concentrate upon 
preferencing the similarity relations C, as defined between the M sequences 
x~, rather than upon 7r c . Whereas the definition of ~r c depends upon a 
knowledge of {Yi}, that of C does not. By means of the principle of least 
squares we reduce the set of all similarity relations to that subset establishing 
the best relations between sequences {x~}. In general, this subset will have 
infinitely many elements, although there will only be finitely many distinct 
extrapolations of a given sequence x. We return to the question of the unicity 
of the extrapolation after first specifying our procedure for selecting the 
optimal subset of relations. 
For each similarity relation C we might straightforwardly define a figure of 
merit E'(C), 
l [y, 
,'(C) = ~r ~=~ 
1 2 
I S(x~)l Y~ Y~]" jeS(xi) 
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We would then reduce the family of extrapolation functions to those for 
which E'(C) = min e, e'(C'). However, we do not consider the suggestion of 
e' completely suitable. 
The difficulty with e' is that since S(xi) contains i by Axiom 2, e' can be 
reduced to zero by any C for which S(xi) = i. This, however, is an artificial 
consequence of the fact that we know what the correct extrapolation for x~ is: 
This would not be the ease in an actual use of the extrapolation function. It 
appears that a more reasonable application of the least-squares principle 
would be to the prediction of Yi from xi on the basis of S(xi) - - i .  This 
suggestion, though, introduces the possible difficulty that for some C, 
S(xi) - - i  might be empty. As mentioned earlier, we could then take the 
extrapolation to be some constant; we would prefer that C for which the 
constant yielded the smallest quadratic extrapolation error. Thus, we might 
propose the following figure of merit for an extrapolation function corre- 
sponding to a relation C, 
with the understanding that if ]S (x i )  I = 1 we replace that term by 
[Yi --fo] 2 for some constantfo. We choose instead to adopt e(C) but restrict 
C so that S(xi) --  i is nonempty. Hence, every sequence x is similar to some 
data sequence x i ,  other than itself; such C will be called admissible. In 
the remainder of the paper we adhere to this restriction. 
The ordering of extrapolation functions, subject o admissibility, by e(e) 
is complete but not as detailed as might be wished. Equivalence of functions 
does not imply their identity. If we desire a unique extrapolation function 
then we must supplement the least-squares principle. The partially successful 
suggestion we have adopted is the following preferencing axiom: 
AXIOM 10. Select that admissible [C such that (Vi)(3j =/=i)(xjCxi)] 
similarity relation C for which E(C) is a minimum and S(x) is as large as possible. 
Axiom 10 requires us to extend C to x [e(C) only specifies C over the data 
sequences {xi}] so that x has as many (by Axiom 9 it must have at least one) 
neighbors as is compatible with good extrapolatory behavior on D. We do 
not feel too strongly about the latter part of Axiom 10, and would not place 
great reliance upon an extrapolation that varied greatly depending upon which 
C, yielding a minimum of e(C), we chose. The optimal extrapolation function, 
according to Axiom 10, will be denoted ~r*(x; D), and it need not be unique. 
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The lack of unicity appears only when x has more than one component; ~r* 
is unique for scalar x. 
As an illustration of the possibilities for ambiguity consider the case of 
two-component vectors in which Xl < x2 < Xa < x4, componentwise. 
Assume Yl, Y2, Y~, Y~ such that E(C) is minimized when xlC*x2, xaC*x4, 
and false x2C*xa • There are several C corresponding tothis arrangement, two 
of which are given by (let xi j be the j-th component of the i-th vector): 
(1) xllCl*X41, x12C2*x22, x32C2*x42, false xa2C2*xa2; 
(2) xllCl**X21 , xalC~ % 1 , false x21C1~ % 1 , x12C2g ~ 2 . 
I f  we have to extrapolate x where x 1 < xl 1 and x 2 > x4 2 then according to C* 
we would use (Ya -}- y,)/2, while according to C** we would use (yl + y2)/2. 
Although it is possible to remove this embarrassment of occasional ambi- 
guity through stronger axioms, the axioms examined to date appear unsuitable 
on other grounds. Perhaps the absence of unicity in certain cases (there will 
be many cases for which the extrapolation ofx is unique) is a valuable warning 
that we are observing a sequence x sufficiently unlike the data sequences {xi} 
as to make an extrapolation especially hazardous. 
An interesting property of the optimal extrapolation function is that it is 
fully scale invariant with respect to the components ofxi and x. More precisely 
we have 
THEOREM 2. Let fl ,...,fT be strictly increasing functions and define 
z = (fl(xl),...,fT(xr)). Then 
u*(x; (x~, Yi), i = 1, M) = ~'*(z; (zi, Yi), i = 1, M). 
Proof. The transformation from x to z is order preserving. Hence, if 
there is an optimal C* generating S(x) there is an equivalent C'  for which 
S(z ) -  S(x); i.e., xiC*xj~e~ziC'zj. Furthermore, by the equivalence 
between C* and C'  there could not exist C" for which e(C") < E(C') for the 
data set {(zi, Yi)}. If  such C" could be found it would induce a C** such 
that E(C**) < E(C*) for the data set {(xi ,Yi)}. Thus, S(z) = S(x) and the 
theorem follows since {Yi} were not transformed. 
The property of full scale invariance for x~ and x is a consequence of our 
attempt o use minimal hypotheses concerning the date source. In statistics, 
assumptions of ignorance concerning the location of a parameter are often 
formalized through the principle of invariance [13]; we restrict our attention 
to decision or estimation rules that are invariant under a group of transforma- 
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tions consistent with our ignorance of the parameter location. Since we made 
no assumptions linking x with y, such as jointly normal or positive correlation, 
etc., our treatment ofthe extrapolation problem based upon a data set {(xi, Yi)} 
should be identical to that of any transformation of xi and x that does not 
affect the ordinality property (X 1 ~ X 2 ~ X 3 ~ ~'1 < "~2 < •3)" Re-stated, if 
we have an original extrapolation problem x, D, and we transform it through 
{fi(x)} of strictly increasing functions into a problem z, {(zi, y~)}, then the 
transformed problem is equivalent to the original problem. We have so little 
prior knowledge that whatever answer we give to the original problem must 
be the answer given to the equivalent problem. For example, assume that 
there is some deterministic law linking y and x, y ~ g(x). Then, for every 
scale transformation f, there is another law h ~- gf-1 such that h(z) ~ g(x). 
I f  in processing the data D to extrapolate x we act so that our extrapolation is 
not invariant under arbitrary scale transformation then we are favoring some 
laws g~ over their transforms h~, and we have no prior grounds to do so. A 
fuller discussion is available in [13, 14]. 
Of course, we cannot arbitrarily transform {Yi} beyond the linear scale 
transformation f Axiom 7. Whether a decision problem is invariant depends 
not only upon our lack of knowledge of the data source but also upon the 
choice of loss function reflecting our goals. The quadratic loss function we 
have adopted transforms under linear scale transformations in such a manner 
that the preferencing of extrapolation functions by E(C) is unchanged. The 
preferencing could be affected, however, by other transformations. Thus, 
the overall problem is not invariant with respect o arbitrary scale transfor- 
mations of {Yi}. 
IV. AN EXAMPLE OF AN OPTIMUM EXTRAPOLATION FUNCTION 
We consider the following data set (M = 3) 
D = {(xl, Yl), (x~, Y2), (x~, Y3)}, 
where wkh litde loss of generality we assume that xl < x~ < x a . There are 
then only two possible admissible similarity relations between the {xi} and 
they are given by 
XlClX2 , X2ClX3 , false xlClx~ ; xlC2x ~ . 
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We then have that 
,(cl) = (yl -y2)  2 + (y2 Yl 
+ 
\)2 "J- (Y3 22) 2, Y3 
2 
2 -[-(Y2 Yl+Y32 + (Y3 Yl+Y22 
Thus, C I is preferred to C 2 only if 
Yx -+- Y3 ~/3 
2 2 ~v/3 ]Yl -- Y~ ] < Y2 < Yl + Y______~+ + ~/S 2 f -~ lY l - -Y31 .  
i 
I f  C 1 is preferred to C a , then through the maximal extension embodied in 
Axiom 10 we have that 
Yl + Y2 if x ~ x l ,  
+rq(x ;D) - -  Y l+Y2+Y3 if x l<x< 
3 
Y2 + Y~ if x >~ xa. 
However, if Ca is preferre d to C 1 then 
~c.(X; D) -- Yl + Y2 + Ya 
3 
I f  x 1 = x 2 or x 2 = x a , then only C a is possible. 
V. STATISTICAL JUSTIFICATION: LARGE SAMPLE CASE 
The justification of an extrapolation (induction) procedure is a philoso- 
phically deep and involved problem [15]. While some aspects of this problem 
motivated our original interest in the possibility of extrapolation under 
minimal hypotheses concerning the data source, we will not examine these 
matters here. As part of the defense of our procedure we investigate its 
performance when the data source is a statistical one. That is, we assume 
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(xi ,Yi) and (x,y) are independent and identically distributed random 
sequences. We distinguish three models: 
(1) Law: y = g(x) or F<,,(y ] x) = U_l(y -- g(x)); 
(2) Statistical (discrete): x is a discrete random variable; 
(3) Statistical (mixed or continuous): F x has a continuous part. 
Exigencies of probability analysis force us to separate consideration of the 
large and small sample data cases. If  M is (very) large then we can focus on an 
asymptotic analysis centering on questions of statistical consistency or conver- 
gence in some probabilistic sense (e.g., in mean square, with probability one, 
in probability) to the correct extrapolation function. For small M we will 
obtain information through computer simulation of our algorithm and its use 
on real data. 
Our results for the large sample case are given in the following theorems 
and counterexample. By the ordered sample {xi M} we mean the set of values 
x 1 ,..., XM rearranged in size places, xi M <~ od~i+l. 
THEOREM 3. I f  X, {Xi} are independent and identically distributed scalars, 
{xi M) the ordered sample of Xl ,... , XM , Yi = g(xi) (law), g is piecewise monotone 
and bounded at the transition points, and 
then 
i=1 
lim E[(~*(x; DM) --g(x)) 2] = 0 
i -+m 
(convergence in mean square and, hence, in probability). 
Proof. The special case of monotone g is treated in the Appendix. Details 
on the extension to piecewise monotone g are available from the author. 
Remark. The hypothesis that g be piecewise monotone was introduced 
to overcome difficulties in the proof of the theorem that have their origin in 
the somewhat arbitrary decision made in Axiom 10 that S(x) be as large as 
possible. If, instead, we define 7r*(x; DM) , for any A(x; DM) with 0 ~ A ~ 1, by 
~r*(x; DM) = A(x; DM) w*(xM; DM) +.(1 --  A(X; DM) ) ~r*(~M; DM) , 
where x M is the largest xi such that x i ~ x and ~M i8 the smallest xi such 
that x i ~ x, then the conclusion of Theorem 3 holds even if we omit the 
piecewise monotone hypothesis for g. The proof of this statement is obvious 
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from Eqs. (A3), (A4), and (A7) of the Appendix, and it is much simpler than 
the proof of Theorem 3 as we have stated it. 
COROLLARY. I f  {Xi M} the ordered sample of x 1 ,..., x M and g is bounded as 
well as piecewise monotone, then 
lim E[(~r*(x; DM) --g(x)) 2] = 0. 
M-~co 
Proof. By Theorem 3 it suffices to prove that 
1 M-1 
lim • Z E[(g(xM~) - g(x~M)) 2] = O. 
M-->~ J]/1 i=1 
Furthermore, it suffices to establish this result for monotone g; there are 
only a finite number of transition points, excluding which we can divide the 
sum into partial sums over monotone regions. 
Define the random variable I by 
1 
P(I  = i [ g(x~),..., g(XM)) = -- 1 
if i = 1 , . . . ,M- -  1, 
if otherwise. 
Since x 1 .... ,x  M are independent and identically distributed, so are 
g(xl) ..... g(XM). We assert, without proving it here, that it follows 
g(x~1+l ) -- g(xx M) 2+ 0 (convergence in probability), where we have used the 
monotonicity of g to insure that {g(xi) } is ordered as {xi} or, equivalently, in 
reverse order. For any e > O, letting A =--- (g(x~l) --g(xl~)), we have that 
E[A2] = E[A2 I A > e] p(A > E) + E[A2 I A <~ ~] P(A <. ~). 
The boundedness o fg  implies that both E[A 2 [ A >/e] and E[A 2 1A ~< e] are 
bounded. In addition, 
and we have earlier asserted that A --%. 0. Hence, 
(w > o) l~m E[(g(~2~) -- g(xy)) ~] < ~. 
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Expanding E[(g(x~+l)- g(XxM)) 2] through the definition of I yields the 
conclusion that 
1 M- I  
lim E E[ (g(x~)  --g(xiM)) a] = O, 
m~o M "= iZ=l 
to complete the proof of the Corollary. 
The case of vector x and y = g(x) is not as well understood, although it is 
evident that E(zr* _g)a__~ 0 under some sufficiently restrictive, though 
nontrivial, conditions. 
If instead of a deterministic law linking x and y there is a statistical one, 
then the following theorem and counterexample provide an indication of the 
asymptotic behavior of the extrapolation algorithm ~r*. 
THEOREM 4. I f  the random vectors x, {xi} can take on only a finite number 
of values, and Ey a < ~,  then 
lim E[Tr*(x; DM) -- E(y ] x)] a = O, 
Mooo 
P{Mlim ~r*(X; DM) = E(y Ix)} = 1. 
Proof. See Appendix. 
Theorem 4 assures us of the asymptotic reasonableness of our algorkhm 
when measurements x are made with finite precision. However, in the usual, 
unrealistic, models of infinitely precise measurements (x perhaps continuously 
distributed), we do not find that our algorithm converges to the statistically 
best extrapolation function. This phenomenon is apparent in the following 
COUNTEREXAMPLE. Let y be independent of x, x being continuously 
distributed, with P(y  = 1) = P(y  = --1) = ½. Then 7r* does not converge 
in probability to a constant, and, therefore, does not converge in the other 
senses of mean square and with probability one. 
Proof. Assume to the contrary that 7r*-%/~, a constant. Then since 
--1 ~ 7r* ~< 1, it follows that 7r* --->/~ in mean square, as well. Hence, 
EE(C*) --+ E(y --/L) 2 >/1. Consider the relation C ° defined as follows. Let 
yi M correspond to xi M. I f y l  m = y2 M then xlMC°xaM and false that x2MC°x8 M. 
If yl M ~ y2 M then xlMC°xsM and false that xsMC°x6 M. We now continue with 
either x8 M (if yl M = y2 M) or with x6 M (if yl M v~ y2m). For example, x3MC°x~ M
and false that x4MC°xsM if yl M = ya m and ya M = y M. I f  yl  M = ya M and 
y3 M ~ y4 M then x3MC°x7 M and false that xTMC°x8 M, etc. Restated we see that 
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C ° clusters {xi M} into disjoint sets, having either 2 or 5 elements, such that all 
xi M in the same set are similar whereas xi M in different sets are not similar. 
Furthermore, a set of size 2, ~ t~o~M and false ~e~M1 '~p°~kM or ~e+I~M ~o~U~e+2, 
is such that yk M : Y~I ,  and a set size 5, ~k~ Mt~°~M~-" k+4and false x m_lc°xk M or 
.M t"o.M is such that y M =/= Y~I  but Y~2 M M , Y~+a, Y1¢+4 are unconstrained. ~k+4~ ~k+5 ,
Noting that {ykU) are l iD,  we see that, for large M, the number of sets of 
size 2 is proportional to  P(y l  i = y2 M) and the number of sets of size 5 is 
proportional to P(yl M ~ y M). We also observe that the probability that yk M 
is in a set of size 2 is, for large M, approximately 
2P(yl i : y2 M) 
2P(y~ M = y2 M) + 5P(y~ M ~ y2i) ' 
with a similar result for y M in a set of size 5. It now follows directly from the 
definition of E(C °) that as M increases 
2P(yl M = y2 M) 
Be (C °) --~ 2P(y M = y2M ) + 5P(y M % y2M ) El(y, M -- y2M) 2 l y~ M = y2 M] 
P(yl M --/= y2 M) 
+ 2P(yM = y2 u) + 5P(y~ u % y2 M) 
× E I[y~M-- Y2M + yaM + y4M + ysM'] 
+ [ y2M Y~M + yaM + y4M + ysM'] + "'" 
+ [y5~4 Y~M+y2M+yaM+y4M.]  ~ 
4 ]Y~--fY2MI 
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Hence, EE(C °) < EE(C*), and we have a contradiction. 
The result of the asymptotic analysis is that in the important cases of a 
law governing the extrapolation or discrete observations and a statistical law 
governing the extrapolation, ~r* will converge to either the true law or the 
reasonable conditional expectation. However, in the general statistical case 7r* 
need not converge to a constant extrapolation for a given x. This behavior 
might be held against our procedure, but not, I believe, with much justice. 
There are two points to be discussed--the significance for practice of asymp- 
totic consistency and the reason for the lack of consistency in the general 
case although not in the important special cases. 
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Theorems asserting only the convergence of a statistic to a desired random 
variable or constant are of minimal value in practice. These theorems ay 
nothing about the rate of convergence. For moderately large sample sizes 
inconsistent statistics may be closer to the desired result then some consistent 
statistic. Our practical concerns are with finite sample sizes. Proof that a 
procedure or statistic is consistent for a random variable gives us little grounds 
for confidence in it. 
In essence, the reason for the lack of statistical consistency of rr* when x 
has a continuous distribution and there is no deterministic law relating y to 
x is that by observing the data we cannot (with probability one) know that 
there is not such a deterministic law! We cannot rule out the possibility of 
even an analytic (infinitely differentiable) law relating y to x when we have a 
finite number (M) of date sequences (x~, y~) and no two x~ are exactly alike. 
That there are no ties, with probability one, is a consequence of x being 
continuously distributed. In practice, of course, measurements are always of 
finite precision and at bottom all date is discrete. From this viewpoint, we 
have affirmatively answered the question of practical consistency by our 
theorem on discrete x. However, if our precision greatly exceeds the amount 
of data (M), then we may find that zr*(x, DM) oscillates considerably as we 
increase M. 
As recent studies of the complexity approach to probability make clear, 
randomness in a data set is relative to difficulty of computation and not an 
absolute concept. I f  you look carefully you can discern regularities in noise. 
Hence, so long as xi are distinct, we can fit some possibly complicated func- 
tion to the data more closely than we can fit a statistical or probabilistic 
hypothesis. The great variety of extrapolation functions permit us to do so. 
To achieve statistical consistency, we would have to reduce the class of extra- 
polation functions. In effect, this constraint on the variety of estimators appears 
in statistically consistent procedures uch as the estimation of a density 
function. We choose windows whose width is narrowed to zero so slowly that 
infinitely many samples are eventually contained in each window [16]. 
(See also [17] for spectral estimation.) Briefly then, we judge the lack of 
asymptotic onvergence under the general probabilistic hypothesis to be quite 
reasonable and a consequence of the metaphysical nature of the general 
statistical hypothesis. 
VI. STATISTICAL JUSTIFICATION: SMALL SAMPLE CASE 
We examined the performance of the extrapolation procedure, for simple 
statistical data, through a computer simulation. The statistical data sets 
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DM = {(Xi, y¢); i = 1, M} were such that x and y were independent, with 
y either uniformly or exponentially distributed; by the discussion of full scale 
invariance it is irrelevant what the distribution of x was, so long as it was 
continuous. As a basis of comparison, we also calculated the estimated mean- 
square error incurred by using linear least squares (c~x + fi) for extrapolation. 
This small class (LLS) of extrapolation functions, containing the statistically 
optimum one (~ = 0, fi = Ey), provides us with a stringent comparison. 
The results are tabulated below. 
y Uniformly Distributed over [0, 1] 
~/(no. of data sequences) 4 6 8 
Std. dev. of extrapolation error by 7r* 0.342 0.340 0.339 
Std. dev. of extrapolation error by LLS 0.452 0.364 0.335 
10 14 
0.321 0.312 
y Exponentially Distributed on [0, oo) with Ey = 1 
M 4 6 8 10 14 
Std. dev. of extrapolation error by 7r* 1.152 1.127 1.127 - -  - -  
Std. dev. of extrapolation error by LLS 2.11 1.476 1.288 1.175 1.100 
Mr. Joel Goldman of Cornell University is continuing this study by 
examination of other statistical data sources as well as real data sources 
for which complete statistics are unknown [18]. 
One aspect of the computer simulation that needs to be pointed out is the 
rate of growth of computation with M (data set size.) Each possible similarity 
relation C was examined, its figure of merit E(C) calculated, and the best C 
selected to yield 7r*. The number of admissible similarity relations C based 
upon M data sequences having distinct x¢, V m , appears to be hard to find 
in the general case. However, if x is a scalar (single component) then we have 
THEOREM 5. VM = ~ UM,k, where un+l,~+l -= un+l,k --  u~,k-1 for 
k > 2 with the boundary conditions that u~.7~ = 0 for k > n, u~, k ~ ~2.~ and 
u3,~ = ~2,k + 3~,k. 
Proof. Consider {xi} arranged in ascending order and distinct. Let Un,lc 
be the number of similarity relations for n data sequences when xlCxk but 
false that XlCXT~+x. It follows that xzCx~ and possibly x2Cxj( j > k) as well. 
Counting the possibilities for the n --  1 data sequences tarting with x~ and 
n--1 
x2Cx k yields u~,~ ---- ~j=~-i u~-l,J • The difference quation for u,,k is imme- 
643/x6/4-4 
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diate, as are the boundary conditions. Since xlCx k and false xlCx~+ ~for some 
. . . . . . . .  M" 
2 ~< k ~< M, and the posslbflmes are disjoint, it follows that VM = Zk=~ UM,k. 
A brief table for V M is given by 
M 1 234  5 6 7 8 9 10 
VM 0 1 2 6 18 57 186 622 2120 7338. 
Unless a short cut to the examination of all relations can be found, the 
extrapolation algorithm is only practical for data sets having no more than 
about a dozen sequences. Various approximations to the algorithm have been 
considered, and one is sketched in the next section. 
VII. REDUCTION OF THE CLASS OF EXTRAPOLATION FUNCTIONS 
The amount of search apparently required to locate the optimum extrapola- 
tion function can be reduced if we further restrict he meaning of an extrapola- 
tion function. One possibility is to require transitivity, 
AXIOM 11. xlCx2, x2Cx3 ~ xaCx3 • 
Axioms 2, 3, and 11 assert hat the relation of similarity or closeness is an 
equivalence relation. A representation for C can now be given through 
quantization. If the functions Q1 ,..., QT are staircase quantizers (nondecreasing 
functions of a real argument assuming only finitely many values) then xCx'if ,  
and only if, for some {Qi}, Qi(xi) = Qi(x{). 
I f  we consider the case of x a scalar, then we can count the number of 
distinct admissible quantizers for a data set containing M sequences, UM. 
THEOREM 6. U m is the (M --  1)-th Fibonacci number. 
Proof. Clearly U~ = 1 + ~j=a U~. ; the quantization interval containing 
the smallest x~ may either contain everything, n --  2 data points (it cannot 
contain n -  1 points for that would isolate the largest x~), n -  3 data 
points,..., 2 data points (the smallest observation and one other, as required 
by admissibility). Thus, 
U.+~-  U.+l = U.,  
which is the Fibonacci difference quation. The initial conditions are U 1 = 0, 
U2=l .  
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A closed form solution for Un is given by 
1 1 + ~/3 n-1 1 - -  ~/3  n-a =-  
l ( - -v - )  
For large M, U M = 0 (1.62~t), and it grows much less rapidly then VM 
M 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
U M 0 1 1 2 3 5 8 13 21 34. 
The reduced extrapolation algorithm employing transitivity has essentially 
the same asymptotic statistical performance as the more complex scheme we 
have proposed. An examination of the proof of Theorems 3 and 4 indicates 
that their conclusions about consistency hold for the reduced scheme. The 
counterexample to consistency in the general statistical case is still a valid 
counterexample. 
The reduced extrapolation scheme was briefly studied for its small sample 
statistical performance. The same data, of independent x and y with y either 
uniformly or exponentially distributed, as used in the study of the full 
scheme, was used to illuminate the performance of the reduced scheme. As 
indicated in the tables shown below, the reduced extrapolation scheme did 
not perform significantly worse than the full scheme. 
y Uniformly Distributed over [0, 1] 
M 2 4 6 8 10 
Std. dev. of extrapolation error 0.354 0.343 0.345 0.348 0.351 
Std. dev. assuming distribution known = 1/~/12 = .289 
14 
0.351 
y Exponentially Distributed on [0, or) with[Ey = 1 
M 2 4 6 8 10 
Std. dev. of extrapolation error 1.225 1.158 1.156 1.158 1.158 
Std. dev. assuming distribution known = 1. 
14 
1.166 
VIII .  SUMMARY 
We have examined the basic problem of extrapolation when we have 
minimal knowledge concerning the data source. Our information concerning 
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the data source consisted only of previous observations or, possibly, observa- 
tions on supposedly similar systems {(xi, y~), i = 1, M}. We did not assume 
that the source was known to be statistically regular or stable (even though 
it might be) nor did we assume a sufficiently well-developed model of the 
source to permit us to generate a suitable family of extrapolation or regression 
functions. In particular, we assumed less about the source than any nonpara- 
metric statistical model or least-squares approach. 
The assumptions we did make were concerned with defining what might 
be meant by the process of extrapolation (Axioms 1-9) and specifying our 
goals in a manner suited to extrapolation (A10). The core of the idea of extra- 
polation of a sequence x was to identify those data sequences (xi,Yi) for 
which xi was similar to, or close to, x; the extrapolation to y was then deter- 
mined by a suitable function of the relevant {Yi}. Our axiomatization led 
to a set of extrapolation functions which we then preferenced in a manner 
derived from the least squares principle. Perhaps the weakest point of our 
analysis of extrapolation was the choice of a suitable variant of the least- 
squares principle. Nevertheless, the reasonable preferencing procedure we 
adopted led us to an extrapolation function 7r*(x; D) that provides us with a 
point extrapolation for each input sequence x and data set D. 
A partial justification for the use of ~*, that supplements the justification 
inherent in a reasonable choice of axioms, was founded upon an examination 
of the performance of ~-* when (x, y) and D are statistically generated as 
independent and identically distributed sequences. An investigation of the 
large data set case revealed ~* to be asymptotically consistent (converge at 
least in probability) for the best extrapolation when either there was a deter- 
ministic law y = g(x) (x a scalar) or else x (not necessarily a scalar) was a 
discrete random variable. The lack of consistency when x was a mixed random 
variable was explained and asserted to be fundamental to any reasonable 
extrapolation scheme operating without (impossible to obtain) prior knowledge 
that the source is statistical. The small sample case was investigated through 
computer simulation for artificially generated statistical data. The results in 
the few cases considered were encouraging, particularly in comparison with 
the alternative xtrapolation scheme of linear, least squares. 
Evidently, there is much to be done in the area of extrapolation under 
minimal hypotheses. Other axiom systems need to be constructed and their 
consequences examined. Particularly important are developments in the 
questions of preferencing of extrapolations (including the problem of unicity) 
and the justification of proposed algorithms. Although it has thus far resisted 
efforts at significant reduction in computational effort, the proposed algorithm, 
~*, needs to be studied so as to make its application practical for moderate 
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(not just small) sized data sets. Joel Goldman of Cornell University has been 
inquiring into these areas and has obtained several results [18]. 
Of particular interest are the necessary modifications to convert our axiom 
set from one well-suited for forecasting of time series to a set appropriate 
for pattern classification. In pattern classification y is an index or category 
label and the numerical structure of this index set is incidental. This suggests 
that axioms 7, 8 are no longer appropriate and need to be replaced. We have 
been investigating reasonable replacements that can characterize the activity 
of pattern classification. 
If nothing else, we hope that our attempt can serve as an existence proof 
that extrapolation or inference can be accomplished with virtually no informa- 
tion concerning the data source, other than that contained in the data itself. 
Too much of present day statistical theory or even adaptive and learning 
theories are based upon prior knowledge whose possession is impossible-- 
pattern classification by nearest neighbor [19] being a notable exception. 
While we will never id ourselves of the need for assumptions without logical 
justification, we nevertheless need to minimize and control our recourse 
to such assumptions. 
APPENDIX. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 3 ANn 4 
A full proof of Theorem 3 appears to be lengthy and tedious. In view of 
the remark following the statement of Theorem 3 in Section V, we will 
only treat the special case of monotone g. 
LEMMA. I f  X, {x i} I ID,  {xi u} ordered sample of x 1 ,..., Xm, y = g(x), 
g monotone 
M 
1 M lim ~. ~ E[g(xi+l) - -g(x~i) ]  2 = O, 
M-*o~ JVI i=1 
then lim/_,~ E[~*(x; DM) - -  g(x)] 2 = O. 
Proof. We first show that limM_,~o Ee(C*) = 0 and then that this implies 
the theorem. In the following, we assume that x is continuously distributed, 
and, hence, that {xi} are distinct with probability 1. Consider the relation C ° 
defined by x~_iC°x~2~ and false otherwise (assume M even, for convenience.) 
MI2 
= - -  gt 2i-l)J • 
: , ,5  
By hypothesis Ee(C °) --> O. Now, e(C °) >/e(C*)  >/O. 
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Thus, lima¢~o~ E¢(C*) ~- O, where 
1 ~ Ee (C*) = ~r ~1= E [-[ S(xiM)[ [~r*(X'U;IS(x,M)IDM)__ 1 -- g(xiM)] ]~" 
Since ]S(xeM)lf[ S(xiM)l -- 1 ~> 1, it follows that 
1 M 
lim ~ ~ E[rr*(xiM; DM) --g(x?')] 2 = 0. 
M-gin iV1 i=l 
For convenience, we define 
x M(x) = max x, M 
xiM~x 
~?~(x) = min xi M 
xiM~x 
Then, 
and 
p(~M = .y )  = 
p(_xv = xy)  = 
and it follows that 
or x f f  if x < xl M, 
or xM M if x > XM m. 
t ~ if i=1 ,  .... M- -1  M 1 I~ l  if i=M 
t ~ if i=2, . . . ,M M 1 I~---~ 1 if i= l ,  
(A-l) 
1 M 
E[~'*(~?~; D~) --g(~m)]2 __. M + 1 y' E[~r*(xiM; D~) --g(xiM)] 2 
i=1 
+ ~+1 E[~*(x~;  D~) g(XM~)]L 
Invoking Eq. (A-l) we see that 
lim ~ E[~r*(~aM; DM) -- g(~?M)]= 0, (A-2) M 
and similarly 
l~m E[rr*(_xM; D~) -- g(xM)] = = 0. (A-3) 
To complete the proof, we show that g(_xM), g(~M) are asymptotically mean- 
square equivalent to g(x) and rr*(_x~¢; DM) , ~r*(2M; DM) are asymptotically 
mean-square equivalent to ¢r*(x; DM). 
EXTRAPOLATION WHEN LITTLE IS KNOWN 
If we pool x with {xi} then P(x = x~/l +1) = 1/(M + 1). Thus, 
M 
/~=1 M+I 1 E[g(x, l ) -- g(x~+*)] 2 E[g(x) -- g(xM)] 2 = M + 1 .= 
-~ ~ E[g(x?+l) - -  g(xf+l)] 2. 
Invoking the hypotheses of the theorem, we see that 
lim E[g(x) --g(xM)] 2 = O, M" co 
and similarly 
lim E[g(x) -- g($M)]2 = O. 
M-+m 
Equations (A-4) and (A-5) imply that 
- = o. 
Equations (A-Z), (A-3), (A-6) imply 
lim E[Ir*(:~M; DM) - -  ~r*(xM; DM)] 2 = O. 
M--~ ¢o 
From Axiom 10 
1 
7r*(x; DM) = [ S(_xZa ) U S(~M)I 2 g(xjM), 
jeS(xMJuS(W -M) 
while 
1 7r*(_xM; DM) -- ~ g(xjM), 
I S(_xVt) l j~S(ff M) 
1 
S(~M~I ~u g(xjM)" "n'*('~M; DM) - [ ', / j~S(.e )
From the monotonicity of g, it follows that 
min[Tr*(_xm; DM), 7r*(~M; DM)] 
~r*(X; DM) ~ max[~r*(_xM; DM), ~r*(~M; D~r)]. 
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(A-4) 
(A -5 )  
(A-6) 
(A-7) 
(A -S )  
(A-9) 
(A-IO) 
(A-11) 
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Combining Eqs. (A-7)-(A-11) yields 
tim E[w*(x; DM) - -  7r*(_xM; DM)] 2 = O, 
lim E[7r*(x; DM) - -  T f * (2M;  DM)] 2 = 0. 
(A-12) 
From Eqs. (A-2), (A-5), (A-12) we conclude, as desired, that 
l im/_,.  E[g(x) -- 7r*(x; DM)] ~ = 0. When the distribution of x has a discrete 
part then the above discussion must be modified to account for ties in x, 
{xi}. Ties, if anything, accelerate the convergences required in the proof. 
For brevity and taking into account he treatment of purely discrete x given in 
the next theorem, we will omit the details. 
THEOREM 4. I f  X, {Xi} are discrete random vectors taking on only a finite 
number of values a 1 ,..., an ,  and Ey 2 < o% then 
aim E[Tr*(x; DM) --  E (y  [x)] 2 = 0, P{l im 7r*(x; DM) = E(y [ x)} = 1. 
M-~ IV/ co 
Proof. We first examine convergence with probability one (wpl). Note 
that (Vi) E(y  I x = ai) exists. With probability one there exists M o such that 
VM > Mo each value ai is taken on at least twice. Assume in the remainder 
that M > M o . 
There are only boundedly many similarity relations C no matter how large 
M is. For an arbitrary similarity relation C defined through S(x) = {i : xiCx} 
we have by the strong law of large numbers that 
e(C) --> EE{[y -- E (y  i xie{xi : ieS(x)})] 2 i x = aj}, 
wpl. 
For finite M, e(C) will approach and remain within e of its limit for each C, 
wpl.  Thus, eventually the optimum relation C* will be the one for which 
EE{'} is a minimum. 
To minimize EE{'} it is necessary and sufficient o maximize 
EE2(y l x i ,{x,  : i,S(aj)}). 
Let bj = E(y  [ x = aj). Then we wish to maximize EE~(bk ] keS(aj)). By the 
Schwarz inequality, E2(b~ [ kES(aj)) <~ E(b~ ~ 1 kES(aj)). Hence, EEl(.)  <~ Ebb2. 
However, for M > Mo we can attain this upper bound by selecting C* 
for which S(aj) = {i : xi = aj}. Thus, ~r*(ai ; DM) is the average of those yj. 
for which xj = ai, and by the strong law of large numbers ~r* ---> E(y  I ai) wp 1. 
EXTRAPOLATION WHEN LITTLE IS KNOWN 359 
Convergence in mean square of 7r* to E(y  [ai) follows from the mean- 
square convergence of an average of HD random variables of finite mean 
square. 
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